
Los Angeles Dance Project: Specific Repertory Requirements  

 
 
MURDER BALLADES 

Stage Requirements:  
Minimum Proscenium Opening: 40’ wide x 32’ (13m wide x 10m high) 
Minimum Stage Depth: 33’ (10m) from Plaster Line to upstage most line set Minimum 
Number of Linesets: 20 (Electrics and Soft Goods) 
Minimum Height Clearance Offstage: 5m unobstructed offstage and in wings 
Crossover Space Requirements: Stage level, upstage of last line-set or behind stage (Not 
included in minimum stage depth.)  
 
Minimum Plot Specifications:  

● Between six to ten overhead electrics – number depends on size of venue and              
program. 

● Minimum of 180 2.4k dimmers 
● At least (6) 5k dimmers 
● 2 colors of backlight wash covering the entire stage with control for left,             

center, and right. Typically PAR64 MFL’S hung 8 units across per color, 3             
rows deep. 

● 2 colors of frontlight wash covering the entire stage with control for left,             
center, and right. Typically 5 units across per color from FOH and the same              
from the #1 Electric. 

● 2 colors of box boom washes from the sides of the auditorium. 
● 10 lighting towers / booms (5 per side) with 4 units per boom: 2 shins, mid,                

and head. Typically 40 Source Four 36º or equivalent. 
● 3 colors of asymmetric cyc lights from a ground row for rear-lighting drops             

evenly across 45’ / 14m. Typically 30 units @ 1kw each. 
 
Scenery: 

* One upstage flying pipe that can go out to at least 55' (17m) 
* One white bounce cloth. 
* A full set of 5 legs and borders are required. 
* A set of clean grey dance-floor (marley) 
* One 55' (17m) length of bottom pipe (weight pipe for bottom of drop) 

Lighting: 
● One color wash of top cyc lights for front-lighting the backdrop evenly across 45’              

(14m). 
● (6) profile units (typically Source Four 36º) from the #1 Electric, focused onto             

specific panels on the backdrop 
● (2) additional profiles and (1) additional PAR overhead 

 


